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With The Americans - College Editors

FRATERNITY EDUCATION

The letter which appeared in the Daily Tuesday, received an interesting topic, one which has been making headlines in college fraternity. Shall ball week beabolished as a university custom? Can a college exist without it? The article is opinion not yet at all ball week, but also at ball week this opinion is not in general. The consensus of opinion among the fraternity men, it seems to concur that it is a college favorite. 

There seems to be many who are likely to accept an several opinions as being the views of the fraternity men. But that this week should be abolished as a college custom, is one of the views held by the majority of students who are critical of the custom. The constitution is properly not at all ball week, but also at ball week this opinion is not in general.

THE GREAT SPORTS MYTH

RESOUNDING cheers echo back and forth across the huge two million-dollar bowl! - Pinsta fans are on their feet racyingly shouting for all their worth. Two racying girls are very young on victory to-day, with all the country in this game. At least, that's what is being shouted. That evening screaming headlines shriek forth the results of another fight that leads to the exclusion of practically all other news. That once more is supposed to be the great story of sports history is a false tale in "The Great Sports Myth." 

A few days ago, prior to these highly organized sporting spectacles there could be found in large numbers real local sports who really enjoyed the chosen sport. Today, one may seek in vain for these genuine sports in any part of the smaller cities and towns. It is these adherents of real sport who, in their large numbers, constitute the full enjoyment of the games. 
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